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A
s you can see by the comments
(below) from parents of children
enrolled at the London Learning

Centre for Dyslexic Children, the
first term has been a wonderful
success.

“We are very pleased to report that it
is already meeting with success,”
says Bob Barnett, Chairperson of the
Pilot Project Planning Committee,
the group charged by the Foundation
with getting the program off to a
successful start. “It’s met every
expectation.”

The London Learning Centre opened
in September of 2003 with six tutors-
in-training and each began the Orton-
Gillingham remedial program for
dyslexic children with one child. As
each tutor becomes more skilled and
more comfortable with the program,
more children are being added.
Already, training is being planned for
August 2004 for a second class of six
tutors.

The Foundation Learning Centre in
London shares space in the London
Masonic Temple, and the sign above
its door proudly proclaims that the
Learning Centre is a project of the
Scottish Rite Charitable Foundation
and is an aspect of “Freemasons
helping children.”

“The children being tutored, their
parents and the general public know

the connection with the Scottish Rite
and with the Masonic Order,” notes
Fran Hustler, Co-director of the
Centre with her husband Paul, a
Scottish Riter.

The Centre itself has fully equipped
tutoring cubicles, each of which has
a video camera and microphone.
Each session is recorded for review
by the tutor trainer and the Centre’s
Supervisor, Joy Graves, and the
recordings are archived. Paul Hustler
adds that, “As well as assisting the
training of the tutors, this protects
the tutors and the children from
otherwise unsubstantiated claims of
inappropriate behaviour and
provides an opportunity for
academic research into dyslexia and
its remediation. We are using state-
of-the art video techniques that

record on hard drive and on DVD so
images may be sent by Internet.”

The Centre has taken steps to create
a logo, and has chosen a cuddly
polar bear to represent the program’s
friendliness and Northern location,
and is in the process of registering
the design as a trade mark. Various
information pamphlets have been
printed, and an information program
is planned to add to the details
provided in this Newsletter. A
special program is also being
initiated to raise capital funds for all
Scottish Rite Charitable Foundation
Learning Centres in Canada.

The Learning Centre provides
instruction at no cost to the
students.

Parents express delight
Parents of Learning Centre students were surveyed after three

months. Here is a sampling of their comments:

“Amazing progress! He began in September, having difficulty reading

4-letter words, and is now able to read many 3-syllable words.”
“He has progressed well with your help. He is doing better at school

with more confidence in his own ability.”
“Good progress! She has received her grades for the first term; it was

her best mark she has received in reading and writing.”



Untangling the role of zinc in Alzheimer’s
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a
leaching away of all mental abilities,
leaving its victim’s thoughts a
meaningless tangle. After death, the
autopsied brain shows a strange
tangle of fibers, proteins and
plaques. But why does it happen?
That’s what Richard Dyck is looking
at in his lab at the University of
Calgary, funded by the Scottish Rite
Charitable Foundation.

Dyck is an Associate Professor in the
University’s department of
Psychology and its department of
Biology and Anatomy. He’s looking at
one possible culprit in the progress
of the disease: zinc. It’s a common
metal, and for a decade or so
researchers have come to suspect it
has a role in AD. Zinc is one of the
neurotransmitters found in the brain
– chemicals the brain ‘packages’
inside tiny bubbles at the ends of
nerve cells (axons) ready to jump
the gap to the next nerve cell, to
send a signal. “When a neuron is
signaling it releases those packages,”
said Dyck, “and some of those
packages in the cerebral cortex
release zinc. There are receptors on
other cells that respond to the zinc.”

But what’s the link with AD? “Zinc is
implicated in the accumulation of
beta-amyloid,” he said, referring to
those strange fibrous protein tangles.
Researchers know amyloid is
produced in the course of the
disease but they don’t know if it
causes the symptoms, or is the
product of a deeper process that
causes the mental decay. All they’re
sure of is “where there’s amyloid
deposition, there’s also plaque, and
these fibrous tangles form in the
brain. They are sort of like
headstones, marking where cells
have been dying.”

Dyck’s lab is taking a close look at
zinc levels in the brains of mice,
where input is received from sense
organs important to the mouse,
particularly its whiskers. “In normal
mouse brains, if we deprive an
animal of sensory input from its
whiskers there is a rapid change in
the level of zinc in the area of the
brain that corresponds to that
sensory area.”

To Dyck, this means the neurons
they’re looking at are involved with
what he calls ‘plasticity’ – the ability
of the brain to adapt and change to
different sensory inputs. In mice,
that zinc-related plasticity disappears
naturally as the animal ages, “so if
you pluck a whisker there is no
change in the brain.”

But how does that relate to
Alzheimer’s? “Learning and memory
in people involves changes in the
behavior of neurons in response to
changing sensory experience –
reading, watching television,
studying. The brain has to encode
those changes in experience and
memory. We think zinc has a role in
signaling that is necessary for those
‘plastic’ changes to occur.”

Which could mean that zinc has a
role in the loss of mental abilities
associated with Alzheimer’s, he
believes.

Next step: “We want to see if the
change – the zinc ‘deficit’ we see in
normal aging in mice – is sped up in
models of Alzheimer’s. So we’re
getting new mice which are a model
for Alzheimer’s.” His new funding
will allow experiments to continue
with transgenic mice; animals that
have had the human gene for
Alzheimer’s placed in them
artificially, so that they express the
symptoms, including the formation
of those amyloid deposits, plaques,
and tangles. “These mice develop the
anatomical hallmarks of Alzheimer’s
disease, and they also have
behavioral deficits in learning and
memory.”

“I want to thank the Foundation for
its support for this ongoing research
in my laboratory,” he said. “For me,
all these basic correlations are
starting to fit together. There’s
something wrong with the neurons
that release and signal using zinc in
an aging brain and, I think, in an
Alzheimer’s brain.”

Eastern Star donates $8,772
The Order of the Eastern Star in Ontario, Quebec Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Prince Edward donated $8,772 to the Scottish Rite
Charitable Foundation this year after a three-year fund raising effort.

The fundraising was led by Donald E. Jones of Peterborough, Ontario, a
Past Grand Patron of the Order of the Eastern Star of Ontario and his wife
Florence. All those who donated $5 or more to the fund drive received a
certificate acknowledging their gift.

Mr. Jones was commissioned to undertake the fundraising by the late
Dorothy M. Dewing, who was Most Worthy Matron of the General Grand
Chapter and Harles I. Creech, Most Worthy Grand Patron of the General
Grand Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star. Mr. Jones represented Canada as
a General Grand Chapter Committee Member on the Scottish Rite Charities
Committee during their triennium 2000-2003.

The following is research in its first year of funding

from the Scottish Rite Charitable Foundation.



Research in progress
Following are research projects

now in their third year of

funding by the Scottish Rite

Charitable Foundation

Guelph: Could diet improve

Alzheimer’s outlook?

Dr. Julie Conquer, at the University
of Guelph’s Human Nutraceutical
Research Unit, has been working for
years to learn what role certain
dietary substances might play in
Alzheimer’s Disease – and whether
diet supplements can improve a
patient’s outlook. 

Based on her own earlier work and
with funding from the Scottish Rite
Foundation, she began a study in
which patients with Alzheimer’s, and
elderly patients without the disease,
are given different doses of
substances called omega-3 fatty
acids as a dietary supplement. These
nutrients are part of the fats
commonly found in oily fish such as
salmon and are thought to be
beneficial in the diet. But some
research has suggested they play a
role in Alzheimer’s. Conquer wants
to know exactly what that role is.

“It has been shown that there are
lower levels of certain omega-three
fatty acids in the blood of individuals
with Alzheimer’s disease,” says
Conquer. “What we wanted to find
out was, if you give them these
omega-three fatty acids, are they
absorbed as well as in healthy
people? Because one of my concerns
was this: While you can give
supplements to people with
Alzheimer’s disease, if the
supplements are not absorbed you’re
wasting your time.”

Her findings: “The people with
Alzheimer’s disease appeared to

absorb these
fatty acids just
as well as the
people without.”

Conquer has
seen enough to
believe that the
time is right for
a full scale
human clinical
trial that looks
not at
absorption but
at the effect of
fish oil on the
symptoms of
Alzheimer’s. 

Halifax: Understanding pain in

the tiniest patients

Dr. Patrick McGrath and his team at
Dalhousie University are taking a
long look at something often glossed
over in medicine: the long-term
effects of pain on babies and how it
might affect their cognitive
development – their ability to learn
and interact with their world.

The ongoing study, The Effect Of

Neonatal Pain On The Cognitive

Development Of Premature Infants,

funded by the Scottish Rite
Foundation, is already looking at 150
‘preemies’ – premature infants who
spent time in a hospital nursery due
to being born more than seven
weeks early and weighing less that
1500 grams at birth. The research
team takes a special interest in the
pain these babies endured while
fighting for their lives and charts
their developmental progress over
three years in a perinatal follow-up
program. By the end of the study
they expect to have reviewed a total
of 300 charts.

It’s hard to know what babies like
this are feeling, because the doctor
can’t just ask them where it hurts.
Instead, they observe the babies as
they undergo some of the painful
procedures that are the sad lot of
those born prematurely: getting
needles or intravenous connections,
being ‘intubated’ – given a plastic
tube in the throat to facilitate
breathing – and similar care. 

Besides classifying facial
expressions at these times, the
researchers look at the behaviour of
the babies to judge not only their
reaction to pain but to keep track of
their cognitive development, which
is known to be impaired in infants
who, for one medical reason or
another, are subject to ongoing pain.
“We look at changes in movement,
changes in sleeping patterns,” says
McGrath.

The study’s goal: “Our end benefit
will be to understand, measure and
then either prevent or treat pain in
these infants. But everything starts
with knowing when they’re
encountering pain, and how much.”

Frank Milne of Halifax (left), representing the Scottish

Rite Charitable Foundation, presents a research grant

cheque to Dr. Patrick McGrath of Dalhousie University.

See research story below.



A
t the McGill University Health
Centre in Montreal, a team of
gene hunters is methodically

uncovering the genetic causes of
certain types of epilepsy, helped by
new funding from the Scottish Rite
Foundation.

Most people know epilepsy as a
rarely encountered aberration. But,
in fact, it’s a severely debilitating
problem affecting one in a 100
Canadians. More than 3,200 children
under the age of 10 are diagnosed
with epilepsy each year in this
country. 

Normally, brain cells – neurons –
produce electro-chemical signals
that act on muscles, glands or other
neurons. These signals are
responsible for the ability to move,
feel and think. The term epilepsy
covers hundreds of disorders that
disrupt this process. In epilepsy,
clusters of neurons for some reason
begin to signal abnormally,
producing the brain’s equivalent of
static. There can be odd sensations,
emotions, or seizures involving
convulsions, muscle spasms and loss
of consciousness. Patients subject to
severe ongoing seizures can sustain
brain damage. Sometimes they die.

There are hundreds of types of
epilepsy because many things can
cause these neuron malfunctions,
including brain tumors or lesions
caused by an injury. Yet many types
of epilepsy are termed idiopathic,
meaning the cause is unknown. Or
was. Dr. Patrick Cossette and his
team in Montreal are piling up
evidence linking these Idiopathic
Generalized Epilepsies (IGEs) to

specific genes on specific human
chromosomes.

Their work covers a large slice of the
epilepsy pie: Fully 60% of epilepsies
have been labeled idiopathic, said
Dr. Cossette. “There is no structural
lesion; it’s not caused by head
trauma, infection and so on. Nobody
knew what was causing this. But
now we’re starting to discover the
genes underlying these epilepsies
that were idiopathic. They’re not
idiopathic anymore.”

As Cossette’s team and others
worldwide uncover more genetic
information, the future begins to
look brighter for those whose
epilepsy is difficult or impossible to
control with existing drugs. “We
might eventually be able to offer
better diagnosis and maybe even
better treatment.”

Indeed, there are at least 20
antiepileptic drugs on the market,
but more than 30% of patients don’t
do well on any of them. “About a
third of patients still suffer seizures,
despite taking as many as four
antiepileptic drugs at the same time,”
he said. “This is not surprising. When
you don’t know the cause of the
disease it’s hard to find a good
treatment.”

The cause of IGEs has always
seemed genetic because they run in
families. But there are so many
different IGEs that linking each to a
causing gene makes the most
complex jigsaw puzzle seem like a
game of tic-tac-toe by comparison.
So far, medical researchers
worldwide have identified 10 guilty

genes. Cossette’s group has nailed
down two of them; one just last year.

Understanding the genes is the first
step to working out the molecular
mechanism underlying epilepsy –
and that is what will lead to new
drugs to fight the seizures that mark
the disease. “We would then be able
to design drugs that are more
specific to the mechanism. That
would be my best hope. Right now,
among patients taking one of the
available drugs, about 25 per cent
have side effects. Among patients
taking three antiepileptic drugs
almost half have side effects. But
once we understand the mechanism
more specifically we can design
drugs that are more specific in their
action, with fewer side effects.”

“This funding (from the Scottish Rite
Charitable Foundation) will allow us
to identify new genes involved in the
disease. We know that there is more
to find.”

The gene hunters seeking causes of epilepsy
The following is research in its first year of funding

from the Scottish Rite Charitable Foundation.
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